Working
safely also
means driving
home safely.

Keep your promise
Do your part!

Come home safe to your loved ones every day.
No call or text is worth missing this moment.
When you are behind the wheel, driving should be your
only focus. Sadly, things can happen fast and collisions
can have tragic consequences. Do your part and
drive free of distractions and impairments.
New rules are in place for distracted driving and
impaired driving. Follow the rules and don’t
miss this moment.

ihsa.ca/distracted-driving

Tips for Drivers to Avoid Distractions
We may never be able to remove
completely the distractions of modern
life while we’re driving. However, there
are some things we can do to lessen
them. The most important one is to be aware that
our attention needs to be on the road. In addition,
there are things you can do before driving and
while driving to limit your distractions.

Before Driving
Do a pre-trip inspection—Check your
vehicle before you get in. This will help
you identify a potential problem before
it’s too late.
Map it out—Before travelling, map out your route
or destination first. Put your travel information into
your GPS while you’re still parked.
Be comfortable—Before putting the car in gear,
make sure you’re in a comfortable sitting position.
Adjust the temperature controls, mirrors, and
steering wheel, and set up your music (find your
favourite radio station or plug in your MP3 player).
Keep it clean—Things like pop cans, wrappers,
coffee cups, or sports equipment can all become a
distraction by moving or rolling around on the floor.
By cleaning your car, you can limit this distraction.
Eat, drink, and groom at home—Give yourself the
time to eat, drink, and do your personal grooming
at home before you get into your vehicle. Driving
should be your main focus.

While Driving
Use hands-free devices—In Ontario,
it’s against the law to use hand-held
communication and entertainment
devices while driving. Although
hands-free devices are permitted, the best practice
is not to make or receive any phone calls while
operating a vehicle. Turn off your phone or switch it
to silent mode before you get in the car or put it in
the glove compartment (lock it, if you have to) or in
a bag on the back seat.
Refuse to answer emails or text messages—Each
time you read a text or an email, you’re taking your
eyes off of the road for a minimum of 4 seconds. By
not looking at your text messages or emails while
driving, you will reduce a possible distraction. Before
you leave the house, record an outgoing message
that tells callers you’re driving and you’ll get back
to them when you’re off the road. Some apps can
block incoming calls and texts, or send automatic
replies to people trying to call or text you.
Only use your phone when it is safe to
do so—If you have to make a call or
send a text or email, carefully pull off
to the side of the road and come to a
complete stop in a safe area. You can
also ask a passenger to take a call or
send a text for you.
Stay relaxed and alert—It’s important to stay relaxed
and alert while driving. Stress and fatigue can lessen
your ability to react.

By following these best practices regularly, you will be able to reduce distractions, focus more on the
task of driving, and identify any potential hazards that may arise during your trip.

For more information, visit ihsa.ca/distracted-driving
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